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Distinctions are drawn between different predictors of an individual's memory performance, with
emphasis on the notion of privileged access to idiosyncratic knowledge. Research is reported in which
undergraduates attempted to recall the answers to general-information questions, then made feeling-
of-knowing judgments on nonrecalled items, and subsequently had a criterion test (releaming, perceptual
identification, or one of two versions of recognition). For predicting an individual's criterion perfor-
mance, the individual's own feeling-of-knowing predictions were intermediate between two kinds of
normative predictions: The individual's feeling-of-knowing predictions were more accurate than pre-
dictions derived from normative feeling-of-knowing ratings but were less accurate than predictions
derived from base-rate item difficulty (normative probabilities of correct recall). Subsidiary analyses
showed that factors other than unreliability are responsible for the partial inaccuracy of the individual's
feeling of knowing. Ramifications are discussed for possible ways to improve the accuracy of an
individual's feeling-of-knowing predictions.

"I know what it's like to be me!" Probably you do, at least about
some matters, but that's something to be checked in performance.
Maybe, just maybe, you'll discover that you really don't know as
much as you thought you did about what it is like to be you. (Dennett,
1981, p. 429)

A key aspect of consciousness in both psychology and philos-
ophy is the concept of privileged access to idiosyncratic knowledge
(Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), which has also been referred to as
"private experience" (Wittgenstein, 1953), "point of view" (Na-
gel, 1974), and the "idiosyncratic component" (Underwood,
1966). This concept has been sharpened recently by philosophers
(e.g., Nagel, 1974; Dennett, 1978), and Dennett (1978) remarked
about the problem of justifying the concept: "The problem begs
for a cooperative solution; my attempt trespasses deep in psy-
chologists' territory, and I would hope to stimulate assistance,
not a boundary dispute from that quarter*' (p. 154).

Psychologists seek empirical justification for the concept1 by
comparing predictions derived from a given individual against
predictions derived from other people. The latter predictions,
here called "normative," have also been referred to as "actuarial"
or "consensus" or "base rate" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).

Three different kinds of normative predictions that have
sometimes been blurred in the literature need to be distinguished.
One kind of normative prediction consists of expectations about
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someone else's criterion performance (e.g., Vesonder & Voss, in
press). Another kind of normative prediction stems from aver-
aging people's expectations about their own criterion perfor-
mance (Underwood, 1966; Lovelace, 1984). Still another kind
of normative prediction stems from the criterion performance
of other people on the task that the individual is about to un-
dertake (Brown, 1923; Gruneberg, Monks, & Sykes, 1977; Gru-
neberg & Sykes, 1981).

Suppose an individual has failed to recall the correct answer
to a number of general-information questions such as "What is
the capital of Delaware?" and is trying to predict which of those
items he or she (hereinafter referred to for brevity as "he") sub-
sequently will recognize the answer to—this prediction is called
the individual's feeling of knowing. Suppose further that nor-
mative item-difficulty predictions, denned in terms of the per-
centage of people who initially recalled the correct answer to
each question, are available.

How accurate will the individual's feeling of knowing be for
predicting his subsequent performance on nonrecalled items,

1 At least two possible meanings of "privileged access" can be distin-
guished. The first meaning refers to an individual's personal knowledge
that someone else might not happen to have, and the second meaning
refers to an individual's personal knowledge that someone else necessarily
does not have (i.e., the second meaning is a proper subset of the first).
For instance, someone else might not happen to have some particular
information that you have (e.g., whether the person who burned his hand
was you or your friend) but perhaps they could have had that information
if they had accompanied you; by contrast, there are other kinds of in-
formation that someone else necessarily does not have (e.g., how pain
feels to you). Throughout the remainder of this article, "privileged access"
will always have the first of these two meanings.
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relative to predictions about his subsequent performance that

are derived from normative item difficulty? One hypothesis,

stemming from the fundamental idea that memory varies across

people, is that the individual's feeling of knowing will be more

accurate. For instance, to say that the normative percentage cor-

rect for 100 people on a given item such as "What is the capital

of Delaware?" equaled 70% is tantamount to saying that everyone

of 70 people was correct whereas everyone of 30 people was

incorrect (i.e., there are variations in memory across the 100

people). Suppose in this example that all 70 people who were

correct on the item had previously taken a high-school geography

course, whereas all 30 people who were incorrect had not pre-

viously taken a high-school geography course; to the degree that

the individual incorporates into his predictions the fact that he

did/didn't previously take a high-school geography course, the

individual can increase his predictive accuracy beyond that of

normative item-difficulty predictions that reflect only the average

of collapsing over different individuals' past histories. Put dif-

ferently, the individual can use idiosyncratic information that is

lost by the normative item-difficulty predictions due to averaging.

Finally, suppose that normative feeling-of-knowing ratings by

everyone who failed to recall the correct answer are also available.

A hypothesis similar to the one in the previous paragraph occurs

for comparisons of the predictive accuracy of the individual's

feeling of knowing versus the normative feeling of knowing. That

is, idiosyncratic-background information can be reflected in the

individual's predictions but not in the predictions about the in-

dividual's performance that are derived by averaging other peo-

ple's feelings of knowing.

The present research compared the individual's predictions

with normative item-difficulty predictions and with normative

feeling-of-knowing predictions, both in terms of which particular

items are predicted to be easiest (i.e., the degree of relationship

between the predictors) and in terms of the relative accuracy at

predicting the individual's subsequent memory performance on

nonrecalled items.

Method

The data-collection technique for feeling-of-knowing research has re-
cently been improved (Nelson & Narens, 1980a) and incorporated into
a computer program called FACTRETRIEVAL (Shimamura, Landwehr, &
Nelson, 1981). The FACTRETRIEVAL data-collection program was used
unmodified, except as noted below.

Procedure

FACTRETRIEVAL first has the subject go through a recall test for the
answers to general-information questions from the norms of Nelson and
Narens (1980b) until the subject incorrectly answers (or fails to provide
any answer to) a preset number of items. This isolates a set of nonrecalled
items, which ranged in size from 12 to 21 items across the present ex-
periments. Then the subject makes feeung-of-knowing predictions by
ranking the nonrecalkd items in terms of his relative feeling of knowing
for every item. For instance, given nonrecall on two questions such as
"What is the capital of Chile?" and "What was the name of Tarzan's
girlfriend?" the subject indicates whether his feeling of knowing is greater
for the answer to the first item or for the answer to the second item.
When repeated for every pair of nonrecalled items, this procedure yields
a rank order of those items in terms of the subject's relative feeling of
knowing for each item. Subsequently, a criterion test occurs on the non-

recalled items to assess the accuracy of the feeling of knowing; the criterion
test employed in the standard FACTRETRIEVAL program is a forced-choice
recognition test with seven distractors available per item. To the degree
that the subject's feeling of knowing is accurate, criterion performance
should be better for items nearer the top of the rank order than for items
nearer the bottom.

Subjects and Design

The subjects were 168 undergraduate students from the University of
Washington who participated for psychology course credit. All four groups
made feeling-of-knowing predictions in terms of the question, "Which
item are you more likely to recognize the answer to?" The groups differed
in terms of the criterion task that followed the feeling-of-knowing pre-
dictions. The reason for examining performance on different criterion
tasks was to assess the qualitative generality of the results, so as to de-
termine whether the findings are limited to a particular type of criterion
task. The data from the first three groups consisted of an analysis of
different aspects of the performance observed by Nelson, Gerler, and
Narens (1984).

The criterion task for the first group in » 44) was relearning. For the
study phase of relearning, each of the 12 questions that had been answered
incorrectly was presented for 5 s, followed by the correct answer for 1 s.
After the study phase, there was a self-paced relearning test phase, during
which the subject tried to recall the correct answer to each question, with
the questions being presented randomly in a different order than during
the study phase.

The criterion task for the second group (n = 32) was a perceptual-
identification task in which each incorrectly answered question was pre-
sented, and the correct answer was flashed for increasing-duration flashes
{beginning with an average flash time of 27.4 ms and increasing this
duration by an average of 4.1 ms on each flash) until the subject identified
the answer. The dependent variable was how quickly the answer was iden-
tified (i.e., reciprocal of the number of flashes before perceptual identi-
fication occurred). The procedural details of the relearning and perceptual-
identification tasks, along with other data not pertinent here, can be found
in Nelson etal. (1984).

The criterion task for the third group (n « 43) was a four-alternative
forced-choice (4-AFC) recognition test in which each incorrectly an-
swered question was presented along with three distractors from the FACT-
RETRIEVAL program; each distractor was plausible in that it was from
the same category as the correct answer. For instance, the four recognition
alternatives for the question "What is the capital of Chile?" were "San-
tiago," "Quito," "Lima," and "Bogota."

The fourth group (n = 50) was a replication and extension of the third
group. To increase the reliability of each person's feeling-of-knowing ac-
curacy score, two changes were made. First, and most important, the
recognition test was an eight-alternative forced-choice (8-AFO recognition
test in which each incorrectly answered question was presented with all
seven of the distractors stored for that question in the FACTRETRIEVAL
program. The greater number of distractors in this 8-AFC test (relative
to the aforementioned 4-AFC test) helped to reduce the noise that nec-
essarily occurs in a forced-choice recognition test; that is, the greater the
number of distractors, the less likely an item is to be correct by chance
alone. Second, the number of nonrecalled items entering into each sub-
ject's feeling-of-knowing predictions was raised from 12 to 15. However,
because FACTRETRIEVAL'S paired-comparison procedure becomes un-
wieldy with 15 items (i.e., 12 items necessitates 66 paired comparisons,
but 15 items necessitates 105), a third change was necessary: FACTRE-
TRIEVAL was modified so that instead of the feeling-of-knowing judgments
being made on two nonrecalled items at a time, they were made on three
nonrecalled items at a time. These judgments occurred on a computer-
determined random sample of all possible unordered triples of nonrecalled
items, with the restriction that across the entire set of triples a given
nonrecalled item appeared exactly once with every other nonrecalled
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item—that is, for K = 15 items the randomly drawn sample consisted
of K(K - l)/6 - 35 triples. For each triple, the person indicated which
of the three items he had the greatest feeling of knowing for, and then he
indicated which of the remaining two items he had a greater feeling of
knowing for. In all other ways, the procedure for this recognition group
was identical to that for the other recognition group.

Results

The report of the results is organized into three sections. The
first section describes the overall analyses of the accuracy at pre-
dicting an individual's subsequent performance on nonrecalled
items. The second section describes fine-grained subsidiary anal-
yses that were conducted to clarify the major findings from the
first section, with emphasis on the accuracy at predicting the
individual's recognition from the individual's feeling of knowing
versus from normative item difficulty. The third section examines
the relationship between the predictions from the three predictors.
Throughout, statistical significance is defined as p < .05.

Overall Analyses of the Accuracy at Predicting an
Individual's Criterion Performance

For each individual's set of nonrecalled items, we compared
the accuracy of three rankings as predictors of the individual's
criterion performance. Letting the degree of predictive accuracy,
V, be defined as P(Ic > JC|IP > Jp)—that is, the probability that
Item I is higher than Item J in criterion performance, given that
Item I is higher than Item J in the predictor ranking—the most
appropriate of the available measures of feeling-of-knowing ac-
curacy is the Goodman-Rruskal gamma correlation G (Nelson,
1984). Moreover, because of the linear relationship V = .5G +
.5 (Nelson, 1984, Eq. 7), all conclusions (e.g., from parametric
statistics) involving interval-scale aspects of G will generalize
meaningfully to V.

The first predictor was the individual's own feeling of knowing.
The items were ranked from highest to lowest in terms of the
individual's feeling-of-knowing judgments. Then predictive ac-
curacy was assessed by computing a gamma correlation between
the individual's feeling-of-knowing ranking and his criterion
performance, where the criterion performance for a given item
was correct versus wrong in relearaing and recognition, and was
the reciprocal of the number of flashes required for correct iden-
tification in perceptual identification.

The second predictor was the normative feeling of knowing.
The individual's items were ranked in terms of the normative
feeling-of-knowing ratings from the Nelson-Narens (1980b)
norms; those ratings had been obtained by having subjects who
did not recall the correct answer to a given item make a feeling-
of-knowing rating about how likely they were to recognize the
correct answer. A gamma correlation was computed between the
normative feeling-of-knowing ranking and the individual's cri-
terion performance.

The third predictor was normative item difficulty. The indi-
vidual's items were ranked in terms of the normative probability
of recall from the Nelson-Narens (1980b) norms. A gamma cor-
relation was computed between the normative item-difficulty
ranking and the individual's criterion performance.

The mean predictive accuracy for each of the three rankings
is shown separately for each group in Figure 1. {Note: The cor-
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Figure 1. Correlation between each predictor variable and the criterion
tests of 4-AFC recognition, 8-AFC recognition, relearning, and perceptual
identification. (Height of each bar indicates the mean of the individual-
subject correlations, bracket indicates the standard error, and number
inside the bar indicates the number of individual-subject protocols upon
which the mean is based. AFC = alternative forced choice.)

relations for the 8-AFC recognition group are based on n — 49
rather than n = 50 because 1 subject correctly recognized every
item and therefore had indeterminate correlations.) Of the 12
correlations shown in Figure 1, all were significantly greater than
zero except for the correlations of normative feeling of knowing
with 4-AFC recognition and with perceptual identification.

The most important findings concern how the individual's
feeling-of-knowing predictions compare in accuracy with the two
kinds of normative predictions. Collapsed across these 168 sub-
jects, the mean correlation between the individual's criterion
performance and each of the three predictor variables was +.38
for normative item difficulty, +.28 for the individual's feeling of
knowing, and +.12 for the normative feeling of knowing. The
difference between the first two means is significant, paired
1(167) = 2.65, as is the difference between the last two, paired
t(l67) = 4.79. However, because the statistical significance of
these differences varied across the four versions of criterion per-
formance, the results shown separately for each group in Figure
1 may be more informative.

First, for every group the mean correlation between the in-
dividual's feeling of knowing and criterion performance was at
least as high as the mean correlation between the normative feel-
ing of knowing and criterion performance. In three of the groups
(4-AFC recognition, 8-AFC recognition, and relearning), the in-
dividual's feeling of knowing was a significantly more accurate
predictor of his criterion performance than was the normative
feeling of knowing. For 4-AFC recognition, paired f(42) = 2.89;
for 8-AFC recognition, paired £(48) = 3.33; for relearning, paired
f(43) = 2.14; and for perceptual identification, paired 1(31) =
1.33, p > .10 (all is two-tailed). These results confirm the hy-
pothesis that the individual uses idiosyncratic information that
improves the prediction of his subsequent memory performance.

Second, for every group the mean correlation between nor-
mative item difficulty and criterion performance was at least as
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high as the mean correlation between the individual's feeling of
knowing and criterion performance. In the two recognition
groups, the predictive accuracy from the individual's feeling of
knowing was significantly lower than that from normative item
difficulty. For 4-AFC recognition, paired t{42) = 2.14; for 8-AFC
recognition, paired ?(48) = 2.90; for relearning, paired t(43) =
.01; and for perceptual identification, paired t(3l) - 1.10. This
finding is surprising because if the individual has a kind of priv-
ileged access that is accurate in terms of predicting his recognition
performance, then his feeling-of-knowing judgments might be
expected to be more accurate than normative item difficulty for
making those predictions (i.e., the individual has information
about idiosyncratic aspects of his own history that potentially
could modulate the predictions derived from normative item
difficulty).

Fine-Grained Analyses of Accuracy at
Predicting Recognition

Next we explored possible reasons for why the individual's
feeling of knowing was not more accurate than normative item
difficulty as a predictor of his recognition.

Reliability of the individual's feeling-of-knowing judgments.
One possible explanation is that the individual's feeling-of-
knowing judgments have low reliability (at least lower than the
predictions from normative item difficulty, which have binomial
variability in terms of the proportion of subjects who correctly
recalled each item). An estimate of reliability is available from
two groups (relearning and 4-AFC recognition) because after the
66 paired comparisons were completed, the subject made retest
feeling-of-knowing judgments on 12 paired comparisons ran-
domly chosen from the first 50 paired comparisons. For each
subject the proportion of reliable feeling-of-knowing paired
comparisons, designated P(reliability), was determined by com-
puting the proportion of times that the retest judgments were
the same as the original judgments. Across all retested paired
comparisons, the mean /'(reliability) was .83 (Nelson et al., 1984).
Although fairly high, this may have been imperfect enough to
account for the reduced predictive accuracy from the individual's
feeling of knowing, relative to that from the normative item-
difficulty predictions.

To explore this possibility, we partitioned the retested pairs in
terms of the number of other items in the individual's feeling-
of-knowing ranking that intervened between the two items in a
given retested pain For instance, if the observed feeling-of-know-
ing ranking for some items was J, R, G, K, M, then two items
intervene between items J and K (namely, items R and G), no
items intervene between items R and G (i.e., those two items
are adjacent), three items intervene between items J and M, and
so on.2 Each subject's ^(reliability) was computed for each par-
tition of retested pairs. The results are summarized in Figure 2.

Given that the items with tied ranks are not discriminably
different in terms of the individual's feeling of knowing, it is not
surprising that the retest reliability was at chance for pairs con-
sisting of tied items. (Note: The unreliability here is probably
due to the procedure rather than to the people, because the pro-
cedure did not allow a response of "indifferent" as a feeling-of-
knowing judgment on any pair of items.) Of greater importance,
the reliability of the individual's feeling-of-knowing judgments
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Figure 2. Proportion of reliable feeling-of-knowing paired comparisons
as a function of the number of other items that intervene in the individual's
feeling-of-knowing ranking between the two items being compared, rang-
ing from pairs of items tied in the feeling-of-knowing ranking to pairs
with six or more other items intervening, (Solid curve indicates the median
of the individual-subject proportions, and dashed curve indicates the
mean.)

increased dramatically to a high level for pairs with even a small
number of intervening items. For instance, Figure 2 shows that
the median P(reliability) of the feeling-of-knowing judgments
was perfect for pairs with one or more intervening items. Thus,
there appears to be little or no unreliability in the feeling-of-
knowing judgments, except for items that are tied or adjacent
in the feeling-of-knowing ranking (and adjacency in the observed
ranking may sometimes be due to the paired comparison on two
items tied in the underlying feeling of knowing).

Predictive accuracy as a function of the number of intervening
items. We next determined whether the lower predictive ac-
curacy for the individual's feeling of knowing than for normative
item difficulty is related to the number of items intervening be-
tween the two items in a given pair. Given that the unreliability
of an individual's feeling of knowing is confined primarily to
pairs with zero items intervening between the two items com-
prising the pair, perhaps all of the reduced predictive accuracy
of the individual's feeling of knowing is also confined to those
pairs. This would be expected if all of the reduced predictive
accuracy of the individual's feeling of knowing is due to unre-
liability.

The accuracy of the predictor variables was analyzed as a
function of the number of items intervening between the two
items in each pair (tied items are excluded because the feeling-
of-knowing ranking of them is indeterminate).

2 Aggregating the retested pairs into partitions in this way is somewhat
crude because the placement of a given pair depends upon the other items
in the feeling-of-knowing ranking, not just upon the given pair. However,
until an alternative aggregation procedure with a better scaling foundation
is developed, this scheme may be useful for providing a rough approxi-
mation of the spread between the two items in a given pair.
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Figure 3. Mean of the individual-subject correlations between predictor
variable and performance on the recognition test for the predictor variables
of normative item difficulty, the individual's feeling of knowing, and the
normative feeling of knowing as a function of the number of other items
that intervene in the individual's feeiisg~of-knowing ranking between the
two items being compared, ranging from pairs with no other items in-
tervening (i.e., items adjacent in the feeling-of-knowing ranking) to pairs
with six or more other items intervening.

The results from the 93 subjects in the recognition groups,
summarized in Figure 3, show that the extra predictive accuracy
for normative item difficulty is not confined to pairs with zero
intervening items. The difference in predictive accuracy for nor-
mative item difficulty versus the individual's feeling of knowing
is significant even by a sign test on the means from the partitions
of one through six or more intervening items (Note: Every par-
tition consists of different subsets of items). Also, Figure 3 shows
that all three predictors tend to increase in accuracy as the num-
ber of intervening items increases, probably not because of the
greater number of intervening items per se but rather because a
greater number of intervening items is likely to reflect a greater
spread in whatever does underlie the predictions (cf. the mea-
surement concept of a semiorder, e.g., Coombs, Dawes, & Tver-
sky, 1970). Finally, Figure 3 indicates that as the number of
intervening items increases, the predictive accuracy of the in-
dividual's feeling of knowing begins to approach that of nor-
mative item difficulty. Although the individual's feeling of know-
ing is less accurate than normative item difficulty as a predictor
here, in other situations the opposite may occur.3

Predictive accuracy of the individual's feeling of knowing versus
normative item difficulty for extreme items. Data were also ex-
amined from only the most extreme items in the individual's
feeling-of-knowing ranking—that is, the two items for which the
individual judged his feeling of knowing to be the highest versus
lowest. There were 48 subjects whose recognition performance
differed on these extreme items and therefore whose gamma
correlation on extreme items was not indeterminate. The mean
gamma correlation (and the standard error of the mean) on these
items was +.77 (±.09) for the individual's feeling of knowing
versus +.69 (±.09) for normative item difficulty, but this differ-
ence is not statistically significant, paired *(47) = 1.00.4 Notice

that the mean gamma correlation of +.77 for the individual's
feeling-of-knowing accuracy here is remarkably higher than any
of the corresponding values in Figures 1 and 3, demonstrating
that the observed degree of feeling-of-knowing accuracy for dis-
criminating between various nonrecalled items is strongly de-
pendeot upon the particular items being judged (cf. psycho-
physical discrimination between two tones being dependent upon
the particular tones being discriminated).

Accuracy of prediction for items that another predictor does
not discriminate. Besides analyzing predictive accuracy on items
that are the most discriminable in the individual's feeling-of-
knowing ranking, we also examined items that are the least dis-
criminable for one of the predictors. Two questions were inves-
tigated: (a) Can normative item difficulty make accurate predic-
tions about items that are not discriminated by the individual's
feeling of knowing? and (b) Can the individual's feeling of know-
ing make accurate predictions about items that are not discrim-
inated by normative item difficulty?

First we isolated items that were not discriminably different
in the individual's feeling-of-knowing ranking (i.e,, tied items)
but for which the individual's subsequent recognition differed
(i.e., correct recognition on one item but incorrect recognition
on another). The mean gamma correlation (and standard error
of the mean) between normative item difficulty and the individ-
ual's recognition on those items was +.28 (±. 11), demonstrating
that normative item difficulty has significant accuracy at pre-
dicting the individual's recognition performance on items that
the individual's feeling of knowing does not discriminate (also

3 Although normative item difficulty is more accurate than the indi-
vidual's feeling of knowing at relative prediction (i.e., one item relative
to another item), we would not expect the same to hold for all aspects
of absolute prediction. In absolute prediction (e.g., Lichtenstein & Fis-
chhoff, 1977), the individual predicts his probability of correctly recog-
nizing a given item; then the items with the same predicted probability
are aggregated to determine the actual probability of correct recognition,
which is compared against the individual's predicted probability. If an
investigator so desired, the individual's actual probabilities of recognition
could also be compared against predictions from normative item difficulty.
A given individual might know that his memory is generally poor and
therefore be accurate in estimating probabilities that are uniformly lower
than those from normative item difficulty; however, this is knowledge
about the general individual rather than knowledge about specific items
in memory and therefore is different from the aspect being investigated
here. In the terminology of Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1977), our focus
is on "resolution" rather than "calibration"; resolution, in comparison
with calibration, "is a more fundamental aspect of probabilistic func-
tioning" {p. 181). If an investigator conducting an absolute-prediction
experiment were to rank the items in terms of the probabilities predicted
by the individual, and the accuracy at predicting recognition is compared
for that ranking versus the ranking from normative item difficulty, then
we expect the outcome to be the same as here.

4 By contrast, when extreme items are defined in terms of normative
item difficulty (i.e., the two items for which normative item difficulty
was the highest vs. lowest), the mean gamma correlation for predicting
the individual's performance was +.50 (±.11) for the individual's feel-
ing of knowing and +.87 (±.06) for normative item difficulty, paired
/(59) = 3.64. However, defining extreme items in terms of the individual's
feeling of knowing is more pertinent to the issue of whether there are
any items for which the predictive accuracy is greater for the individual's
feeling of knowing than for normative item difficulty.
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found by Gruneberg et al., 1977, but note that they used a rating
scale that forced ties in the feeling-of-knowing judgments).

Second, we isolated items that were not discriminably different
in normative item difficulty but that differed during the individ-
ual's subsequent recognition. However, when these were required
to be identical in normative item difficulty, there were too few
items for stable results; such items occurred for only 14 subjects,
with the mean gamma correlation between the individual's feeling
of knowing and subsequent recognition having a positive value
of+.21 (but with an unacceptably Large standard error of ±.26).
Therefore, the algorithm denning "not discriminably different"
was broadened to include all pairs of items in which either of
the two items' normative proportions was within one standard
deviation of the other's. This algorithm yielded data from 75
subjects, with the mean gamma correlation between the individ-
ual's feeling of knowing and subsequent recognition having a
significantly positive value of +.34 (±.08). To ensure that this
did not reinstate the predictive accuracy of normative item dif-
ficulty, the mean gamma correlation between normative item
difficulty and the individual's recognition was computed for those
items; the obtained value was +.08 (±.09), which is not signif-
icantly different from zero. In a direct comparison between the
two predictors, a paired / test showed that the individual's rec-
ognition on those items was predicted significantly more accu-
rately by the individual's feeling of knowing than by normative
item difficulty, r(73) = 2.15. This is an important demonstration
that the individual's feeling of knowing can, under some circum-
stances, yield more accurate predictions than those from nor-
mative item difficulty.

Accuracy of predicting recognition for nonrecalled items that
were commission errors versus omission errors. Two previous
studies of the feeling of knowing (Krinsky & Nelson, 1985; Nelson
et al., 1984, Figure 3) found effects that differed depending upon
whether the recall errors had been commissions (i.e., incorrect
answers) versus omissions (i.e., no answer guessed during recall).
We explored whether the pattern of relationships between the
present three predictors and the individual's recognition (cf. Fig-
ure 1) is different for commissions versus omissions by parti-
tioning the data from the recognition groups into commissions
versus omissions and then recomputing the correlations. The
mean correlations are shown in Figure 4 for each of the three
predictors on each of the two types of recall error. Although the
overall pattern tends to be accentuated for commissions, there
is no significant interaction between the predictor variable and
the type of recall error. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA
yielded F\2, 108) = 1.67 for the interaction; the main effect of
predictor variable was highly significant, F{2, 108)= 12.95, and
the main effect of type of recall error was nonsignificant, F{1,
54) < 1. Thus, in contrast to other aspects of the feeling of know-
ing (Krinsky & Nelson, 1985; Nelson et al., 1984, Figure 3), the
pattern of predictive accuracy for the present three predictors is
not modulated significantly by the type of recall error.

Relationships Between the Three Predictors

In addition to examining the relative accuracy of the three
predictors, we also investigated the relationships between those
three predictors. The correlations between the three predictors'
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Figure 4. Correlation between each predictor variable and recognition
performance for items that had been commission errors versus omission
errors during recall. (Height of each bar indicates the mean of the indi-
vidual-subject correlations [for the 83 subjects yielding complete com-
mission data and the 64 subjects yielding complete omission data], bracket
indicates the standard error, and dots indicate the corresponding means
for the 55 subjects yielding complete commission and omission data en-
tered into the repeated-measures ANOVA.)

rankings of the individual's nonrecalled items are shown in Table
1. (Note: In contrast to Figure 1, where criterion performance
could affect the relationships, criterion performance was not in-
volved in the relationships summarized in Table 1, where each
group is essentially a separate replication.) Each of the mean
correlations in the table is significantly greater than zero.

The first column shows a positive relationship between the
individual's feeling of knowing and the normative feeling of
knowing, confirming the idea that people are somewhat similar
in terms of what they believe they know about items they cannot
recall (Koriat & Lieblich, 1977). The intermediate degree of re-
lationship suggests that although there may be some common
bases for different individuals' feeling-of-knowing judgments,
there are also idiosyncratic factors that make one person's feeling-
of-knowing ranking different from someone else's (cf. Lovelace,
1984).

The second column shows a small positive relationship between
what an individual believes he knows about nonrecalled items
and what people in general do know. The third column shows a
positive relationship between what people who fail to recall items
believe they know about those items and what people in general
do know about the items.
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Table 1
Relationship Between the Predictions From Three Predictor
Variables for Each Criterion-Performance Group

Group

4-AFC
recognition

(n = 43)
8-AFC

recognition
(n - 50)

Relearning
(n = 44)

Perc.
idem.

in = 32)
All groups

(n = 169)

IFK-
NFK

.44

.43

.41

.33

.41

Predictor variables being correlated

SEM

±.04

±.03

±.03

±.06

±.02

IFK-
NID

.25

.14

.19

.18

.19

SEM

±.03

±.02

±.03

±.05

±.02

NFK-
NID

.35

.21

.32

.34

.30

SEM

±.04

±.03

±.04

±.04

±.02

Note. Cell entry is mean gamma correlation, given along with standard
error of that mean (SEM).
IFK = individual's feeling of knowing; NFK = normative feeling of
knowing; NID = normative item difficulty; Perc. ident = perceptual
identification.

A comparison of the first two columns showed that the indi-
vidual's feeling of knowing is more highly correlated with what
people who fail to recall the item believe they know than with
what people in general do know. This difference is significant for
every group as well as for the combined data, paired ts (with df
of n - 1) = 4.12, 8.93, 5.74, 2.90, and 10.08, respectively.

A comparison of the last two columns showed that normative
item difficulty is more highly correlated with the normative feel-
ing of knowing than with the individual's feeling of knowing
(significant for every group as well as for the combined data,
paired ts = 2.55, 5.82, 3.25, 2.35, and 5.75, respectively). This
suggests that across individuals the idiosyncratic factors may
cancel each other, making overall estimates of item difficulty
more prominent in the normative feeling-of-knowing ratings than
in the individual's feeling of knowing.

A comparison of the first and third columns showed that the
normative feeling of knowing tends to be more highly correlated
with the individual's feeling of knowing than with normative
item difficulty. This difference is significant for the combined
data and for the 8-AFC recognition group, is marginally signif-
icant for the 4-AFC recognition group and the relearning group,
and does not approach significance for the perceptual-identifi-
cation group, paired ts = 3.91, 2.27, 1.68 (p = .10), 1.74 (p =
.09), and .20, respectively.

Finally, what an individual feels he knows is more related to
what other people who also fail to recall the items feel they know
(mean correlation = +.41, first column of Table 1) than to what
he actually does know, when "knowing" is operational!zed in
terms of subsequent memory performance (mean correlation =
+.28, reported above). This difference is significant, paired /
(167) = 3.41, and is consistent with previous findings (Koriat,
1976).

Discussion

The Individual's Feeling of Knowing Versus the
Normative Feeling of Knowing

What if every individual's point of view (Nagel, 1974) is
unique? Sometimes the individual's point of view would yield a
product differing from the normative product (i.e., an idiosyn-
cratic outcome), and at other times the individual's product would
be the same as the normative product (i.e., a nonidiosyncratic
outcome).5 The reliably-below-unity correlations between the
individual's feeling of knowing and the normative feeling of
knowing (Table 1), especially given the high reliability of the
individual's feeling of knowing (Figure 2), imply that every
individual's point of view differs from at least someone else's. If
points of view did not differ across people, everyone's rankings
of a given set of nonrecalled items would, within the bounds of
sampling error, be identical.

A critical determinant of whether an individual's point of view
yields an idiosyncratic outcome is the heterogeneity/homogeneity
of the comparison population. Another critical determinant, if
that population is heterogeneous, is the similarity between the
particular individual's product and the normative product.

What theoretical structure underlies the observed idiosyncra-
cies? Multidimensional aspects are presumably combined into
a point of view that produces a greater feeling-of-knowing rank
for one item than another. Accordingly, people's points of view
could differ either because they contain different components of
information (e.g., the particular courses taken in high school),
because they have different weights for the various components
(e.g., greater weight on high school courses than on recency), or
because they use different combinatorial rules (e.g., regression
rules vs. lexicographic rules). That is, the idiosyncracies could
stem either from monitoring different components or/and from
drawing different inferences from the components that are mon-
itored.

At least some of the idiosyncratic aspects of the individual's
feeling of knowing are useful for enhancing predictive accuracy,
as demonstrated by the recurring finding of greater predictive
accuracy for the individual's feeling of knowing than for the
normative feeling of knowing (Figures 1, 3, and 4). Our expla-
nation for this finding is straightforward: The normative feeling
of knowing eliminates (by averaging) individuating information
that is predictive of subsequent memory performance and that
is reflected in the individual's feeling of knowing.

The Individual's Feeling of Knowing Versus
Normative Item Difficulty

The low correlation between the individual's feeling of knowing
and normative item difficulty (Table 1), especially given the high

5 Hereafter, we will use the term "point of view" to refer to the non-
observable psychological process that produces the observable feeling-
of-knowing judgments, and we will use the term "idiosyncratic" to refer
to an observable outcome in which there is a difference between something
(e.g., feeling-of-knowing judgments) produced by a particular individual
versus by other people. Thus the occurrence of a unique point of view
is hypothetical, whereas the occurrence of an idiosyncratic outcome is
empirical.
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reliability of the individual's feeling of knowing (Figure 2), sug-
gests that the individual's feeling of knowing is based on different
subsets of components and/or ways of combining components
than normative item difficulty. The different predictions from
normative item difficulty and the individual's feeling of knowing
yielded two outcomes. First, there was the relatively infrequent
outcome of greater predictive accuracy from the individual's
feeling of knowing than from normative item difficulty (e.g., on
items that were not discriminably different in normative item
difficulty).

Second, there was the relatively frequent outcome of greater
predictive accuracy from normative item difficulty than from
the individual's feeling of knowing (e.g., Figures 1, 3, and 4).
This is a theoretical puzzle that the present research raises but
does not solve. One plausible explanation, namely, that the in-
dividual has access to accurate information coupled with noise,
was disconfirmed by the high level of reliability of the individual's
feeling of knowing (Figure 2). Some mechanisms that might in-
stead yield systematic distortions in the feeling of knowing and
thereby produce inaccuracy with little or no noise are described
in Nelson et a!. (1984) and in Kxinsky and Nelson (1985, Fig-
ure 1).

Finally, it can be noted that the lower accuracy from the in-
dividual's feeling of knowing than from normative item difficulty
helps provide a scientific explanation for the supposedly non-
scientific phenomenon of "mind reading": A medium can use
the power of base rates to predict or retrodict someone's psy-
chological performance without having any access to that person's
mind—by knowing the group's performance, one can predict
the individual's performance.

Improving the Predictive Accuracy of an Individual's
Feeling-of-Knowing Judgments

Because normative item difficulty is frequently a better pre-
dictor than the individual's own feeling of knowing, future re-
search should explore the possibility of having the individual
incorporate normative item difficulty (or at least his estimates
of it and/or whatever underlies it) into his feeling-of-knowing
judgments. However, the low correlation between the individual's
feeling of knowing and normative item difficulty does not ne-
cessitate that the individual could make his predictions more in
accord with normative item difficulty. The extent to which people
have insight into normative item difficulty that they are not al-
ready using in their feeling-of-knowing judgments is unknown.

Does the individual have reasonably accurate estimates of
normative item difficulty? Nickerson, Baddeley, and Freeman
(1984) asked University of Massachusetts undergraduates to es-
timate the normative probability of recall for 90 questions from
the Nelson-Narens norms. For items that the undergraduates
did not themselves recall, the slope of a linear regression line
was +.24 when the estimated probabilities were plotted as a
function of the normative probabilities (Y ~ 24X + .29).

When making feeling-of-knowing judgments, does the indi-
vidual underutilize his estimates of normative information? Such
underutilization is well known in other areas of psychology (e.g.,
Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; Nisbett & Borgida, 1975). Reviews
of those literatures have concluded that the underutilization of

normative information "is perhaps the major error of intuitive
prediction" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982, p. 416), and "it would
appear that reasonably accurate base rate information is available
to subjects but that they simply do not make appropriate use of
it" (Borgida & Brekke, 1981, p. 72).

Perhaps during feeling-of-knowing judgments the individual
underutilizes his estimates of normative item difficulty and over-
emphasizes individuating factors (cf. Bradley, 1981; Koriat &
Lieblich, 1977). Persuading the person to de-emphasize indivi-
duating factors might increase the emphasis on normative factors
(Ginosar & Trope, 1980), and strategies are available for increas-
ing people's use of normative information (Borgida & Brekke,
1981; Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982, Part VIII; Kassin,
1979). An interesting question for future research is whether
individual idiosyncracies can be combined with estimates of
normative item difficulty to yield feeling-of-knowing predictions
whose accuracy exceeds that from normative item difficulty
alone.

The present article is the first to suggest that the individual's
feeling of knowing can be made more accurate. Developing tech-
niques for improving the individual's feeling-of-knowing accuracy
may be difficult but seems worthwhile because as feeling-of-
knowing accuracy improves, so might other kinds of memory
performance that potentially are mediated by the feeling of
knowing, such as memory-search termination (Gruneberg et al.,
1977; Nelson et al., 1984) and inferences during decision making
(Gentner & Collins, 1981). Meanwhile, however, if someone wants
to guess which nonrecalled items an individual is most likely to
recognize, the present results demonstrate that the normative
probability of recall can be a more accurate predictor than the
individual's own opinion—empirically confirming the specula-
tion by Dennett (1981) that began this article.
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